For Date: 06/05/2020 - Friday

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action**
--- | --- | --- | ---
20-10289 | 0237 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY | finish

Vicinity of: FAULKNER AVE

Caller reporting male party walking with a cane in a hospital gown.

Narrative:

Male party walking, he checks ok, he lives in this area and is known to walk around at this time.

20-10290 | 0240 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | finish

Vicinity of: [WIL 1035] SPEEDWAY - MAIN ST

Glass picture frame in the roadway, most of the glass has been picked up and moved off to the side of the road, but will need to be cleaned up.

Narrative:

Faxed to the DPW.

Narrative:

Mass Highway notified at this time.

20-10291 | 0256 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | finish

Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST

Check of area.

20-10292 | 0419 | ALARM, BURGLAR | False Alarm

Location/Address: [WIL 1052A] STANDARD ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO - JEWEL DR

Vehicle: 2020 Reg: PA AG87015 VIN: 1FUJHTDV1LLL4545

Policy No:

Narrative:

Receiving motion, replenish motion.

Narrative:

35- Clear, there is a TT unit at the loading dock making a delivery.

20-10293 | 0540 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP | Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: LOWELL ST

Vehicle: BRO 2012 JEEP GRANDC Reg: PC MA 87K340 VIN: 1C4RJFCG6CC284530

Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU

Policy No:

Narrative:

Citation for red light violation.

20-10294 | 0551 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP | Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: LOWELL ST

Vehicle: WHI 2020 TOY TACOMA Reg: CO MA V69531 VIN: 5TFRX5N6LX175799

Insurance Co: OLD REPUBLIC INSURANCE CO

Policy No:

Narrative:

Citation for red light.

20-10297 | 0647 | LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD | finish
Dispatch Log  From: 06/05/2020  Thru: 06/07/2020  0000 - 2359  Printed: 06/08/2020

Vicinity of: [WIL 1057] ENERGY SCIENCES - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative: Caller reporting large cigarette ashcan was stolen from out front.

Narrative: Incident occurred last night around 1730hrs, see report

Refer To Incident: 20-576-OF

20-10298 0720 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: WOBURN ST + MORSE AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2019 SE Q50 Reg: PC MA 8PP542 VIN: JN1CV7AR7KM3500003
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: 
Narrative: Citation for speed

20-10299 0751 PARKING COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: CRESENT ST
Narrative: Resident reporting of truck parking in the area

20-10300 0751 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: MARION ST
Narrative: Caller reporting vehicle MA 6NJ666 is using excessive speed and flipped reporting party off when asked to slow down

Narrative: Updated caller and parents of junior operator were informed of complaint and will handle issue

20-10301 0823 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE finish
Location/Address: [WIL 6122] - WINSTON AVE
Vehicle: YEL 1990 VOLV SE 7407GL Reg: PC MA 6AD661 VIN: YV1FA8849L1416566
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No: 
Narrative: Caller reporting daughters vehicle was keyed sometime last night, also had friends whose cars were egged and keyed also

Narrative: See report

Refer To Incident: 20-577-OF

20-10303 0839 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: FOREST ST
Narrative: caller reporting live chicken in roadway. ACO notified and enroute.

Narrative: ACO clear, chicken has been returned home.

20-10306 0849 ALARM, BURGLAR accidental trip
Location/Address: ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: WHI 2016 HYUN UT SANTFE Reg: PC MA USD340 VIN: 5XYZDLB7GG317555
Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No: 
Narrative: general entry/exit zone 000 alarm called in by Simply Safe.

Narrative:
33 - 1 vehicle in driveway

Narrative:
33 - house cleaner on scene, will contact homeowner to turn off alarm, does not know

Narrative:
33 clear

20-10307 0852 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1005] MIARA TRUCKING - WEST ST
Narrative: 911 abandoned call

Narrative:
on call back spoke with Stephanie who stated it was accidental dial out by employee, checks ok by phone

20-10308 0857 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: HARNDEN ST
Narrative:
Spoke with owner regarding complaint of dog constantly outside barking. Will make further arrangements and ACO will monitor situation

20-10310 0931 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: EARLES ROW
Narrative: 911 abandoned call

Narrative:
on callback, spoke to female party who states young child pressed button on phone while in car in Dunkins drive through.

20-10311 0932 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: KING ST
Narrative:
Deceased animal on roadway

Narrative:
O'Possum removed

20-10312 0936 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: NICKERSON AVE
Narrative:
10 day quarantine issued.

** See Report **

Refer To Incident: 20-578-OF

20-10316 1043 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2015 AUDI UT Q5 Reg: PC MA 1PFV79 VIN: WALPAPF4FA133346
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INSURANCE C
Policy No: Narrative:
Written warning for hands free violation

20-10317 1053 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: BLU 2018 NISS UT MURANO Reg: PC MA 592L58 VIN: 5N1AZ2MH3JN163456
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative: written warning for red light violation.

20-10318 1053 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 149] KOCH MEMBRANE - MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2014 MERZ SPRINT Reg: CO MA R60169 VIN: WD3PE8CC7E5903867
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE CASUALTY INSU
Policy No:
Narrative: Verbal warning for inspection sticker

20-10319 1147 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: MARION ST
Vehicle: BLU 2010 FORD UT ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 8WN864 VIN: 1FMCU9DG8AKD24098
Insurance Co: CITIZENS INSURANCE COMPAN
Policy No:
Narrative: Vehicle was egged and LOL was keyed into paint, caller wanted to make department aware
Narrative: See report
Refer To Incident: 20-579-OF

20-10320 1147 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated
Location/Address: MILL RD
Vehicle:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: 911 accidental from cell phone, caller was out walking and does not know how phone was dialed.
no emergencies and gave all information.

20-10321 1158 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: UPTON DR
Vehicle:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: 911 abandoned call
Narrative: On call back, checks ok, malfunction with phone

20-10322 1223 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD log info. only
Location/Address: ALLGROVE LN
Vehicle:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: Unemployment scam, see report
Refer To Incident: 20-580-OF

20-10323 1232 CITIZEN CONTACT Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 2351] KENDALL ST
Vehicle:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: Calle reporting someone came onto her property and stole her purse with her belongings
Narrative: 31 clear, purse has been located. 31 will contact Terry Marciello.

20-10325 1236 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1145] REGISTRY OF MOTOR VEHICLE - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: Report of a dog running toward Federal Hill
Narrative:
-- Clear, checked the area, unable to locate. Talked to numerous people in the area who did not see it

20-10326  1236  LARCENY / FORGERY / FRAUD  finish
Location/Address:  CONNINGHAM ST
Narrative:  Fraudulent unemployment claim filed using parties information, see report
Refer To Incident:  20-581-OF

20-10330  1300  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address:  HEATHER DR
Narrative:  ACO removed deceased woodchuck

20-10331  1313  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of:  [WIL 83] NORTH INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL - SALEM ST
Insurance Co:  THE HANOVER INSURANCE COM
Policy No:  Narrative:
Written warning for speed

20-10332  1315  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 662] VERIZON NEW ENGLAND - MAIN ST
Narrative:  911 open line
Narrative:  29 - no emergency, trying to figure out where call came from
Narrative:  29 - will work on disconnecting line, clear

20-10334  1328  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 4685] - RING AVE
Narrative:  911 misdialed by child playing with phone
Narrative:  Checks ok, clear

20-10335  1343  LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 88] BURGER KING - LOWELL ST
Vehicle:  WHI 2017 195  Reg: CO MA S68093  VIN: JHHSDM2HXHK005453
Insurance Co:  SAFETY INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No:  Narrative:
MV lockout
Narrative:  33 - able to make entry

20-10336  1351  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  finish
Location/Address:  LOWELL ST
Narrative:  Assist FD with fire alarm activation
Narrative:  29 - remaining on scene, available for calls
### 20-10340
**1454 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK**

**Location/Address:** [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE  
**Narrative:**
- check of the area
- 31 - clear, checks ok

### 20-10341
**1508 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**

**Vicinity of:** MIDDLESEX AVE + ADAMS ST  
**Vehicle:** BLK 2011 CADI UT ESCALA Reg: PC MA 657T21 VIN: 1GY34BEF3BR184509  
**Insurance Co:** PROGRESSIVE DIRECT INSURA  
**Policy No:**  
**Narrative:** written warning for speed.

### 20-10343
**1509 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY**

**Location/Address:** AVALON DR  
**Narrative:**
- gas odor. FD responding.
- 33-Clear, FD responding

### 20-10344
**1519 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**

**Vicinity of:** BURLINGTON AVE  
**Vehicle:** GRY 2015 MAZD SE 6 Reg: PC MA 1BGW83 VIN: JM1GJ1U66F1177705  
**Insurance Co:** GEICO GENERAL INSURANCE C  
**Policy No:**  
**Narrative:**  
- 29 - Brother and sister of the RO are on their way to pick up the vehicle.
- male party taking possession of vehicle.
- citation for causing gridlock and opporating with a suspended license.

**Refer To Summons:** 20-140-AR  
**Summons:** HASHIM, MUHAMMAD  
**Address:** 25 UPLAND RD BURLINGTON, MA  
**Age:** 21  
**Charges:** LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH STOP/YIELD, FAIL TO

### 20-10345
**1554 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE**

**Location/Address:** MARION ST  
**Vehicle:** WHI 2016 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA 9LBT10 VIN: 1G1ZE5ST5GF304325  
**Insurance Co:** PROGRESSIVE DIRECT INSURA  
**Policy No:**  
**Narrative:**
- Caller reporting daughters car was keyed while parked in driveway over night.

**Refer To Incident:** 20-582-OF

### 20-10346
**1630 ALARM, BURGLAR**

**Narrative:** False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1004] ENTERPRISE - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2018 JEEP GRACHE Reg: PC MA 80861 VIN: 1C4RJFAG2JC263822
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative:  Alarm coming in as front door.

Narrative: employee punched in code wrong, clear.

20-10347 1704 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: AVALON DR
Narrative: Alarm sounding from heating panel, FD responding

20-10349 1711 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Location/Address: GROVE AVE + MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 TOY OT PRIS Reg: PC MA 212WK2 VIN: JTDKB22V740076691
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No: 
Vehicle: WHI 2011 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 4583ME VIN: 1N4AL2AP4BN429091 Towed: For: Accident By: Cains Towing
Insurance Co: QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURA
Policy No: 
Vehicle: BLK 2006 LEXS SE IS250 Reg: PC MA 9TT983 VIN: JTHC262465003568
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE DIRECT INSURA
Policy No: 
Vehicle: BLK 2017 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 7TK498 VIN: JN1BJ1CR3HW131960
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: 2 car mvc unknown injuries, FD responding.

Narrative: 31 - 3 cars involved
Narrative: Cains notified
Narrative: cains has the vehicle. See report
Refer To Accident:  20-118-AC

20-10350 1712 FIRE-MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH pt.refusal/ser.rende
Vicinity of: GROVE AVE + MAIN ST
Narrative: 2 car mva with air bag deployment.
Narrative: Al-J. Mulrenan, G. Boudreau
E3-M. Sullivan, LT. Varey, J. Bozella
Action medics.
Narrative: Al- three patient refusals clear E3 response.

20-10351 1714 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP finish
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2017 FORD F550 Reg: CO MA T49052 VIN: 1FDUFSHT7HEE75005
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: 
Narrative: 29-verbal warning for failure to pull over for emergency vehicle.
20-10352  1717  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Location/Address:  HOPKINS ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 TOYT TACOMA Reg: PC MA 2FD357 VIN: 3TMLU4EN8FM178421
Insurance Co:  THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:  
Narrative:  Caller reporting Black pick up truck hit mailbox, Took off towards Billerica.

Narrative:  
Billerica notified

Narrative:  33-Amesbury has been notified, they do not have a phone number in house for RO. Calling party not looking to file charges at this time. Calling party is looking for insurance coverage.

Narrative:  Amesbury will try to make contact with RO at his residence to have him call the station.

Narrative:  33-occurred at aprox 17:11PM

Refer To Accident:  20-119-AC

20-10355  1800  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  finish
Vicinity of:  WEST ST
Vehicle:  GRN 2001 TOYT TACOMA Reg: PC MA 9ZT532 VIN: 5TEPM62N71Z778473
Insurance Co:  CITIZENS INSURANCE COMPAN
Policy No:  
Vehicle:  GRY 2014 JEEP UT GRAND Reg: PC MA 1NAJS7 VIN: 1C4RJFEBG0EC540701
Insurance Co:  THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:  
Narrative:  2 car mvc, unknown injuries. Air bag deployment

Narrative:  31-Clear, Information exchange

20-10354  1801  FIRE-MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1527] GRACE CHAPEL - WEST ST
Narrative:  2 car mva, with airbag deployment.

Narrative:  A1-J. Mulrenan, G. Boudreau
E4-E. Sousa, L.E. Green, M. Jennette, M. Welch
Action medics

Narrative:  Action medics- three occupants both vehicles, everyone is out no injuries.

Narrative:  E4-Both vehicles removed from roadway, CRTQ.

20-10358  1928  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  OLD BALLARDVALE ST
Insurance Co:  LM GENERAL INSURANCE COMP
Policy No:  
Narrative:  Verbal for speed.
20-10359  1936  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 HOND ODYSSE  Reg: PC MA 638WCS  VIN: 5FNRL5H68CB097006
Insurance Co:  UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBIL
Policy No:  Narrative:  Written warning for speed.

20-10360  1945  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 CHEV TRAVER  Reg: PC MA 1NSW14  VIN: 1GNKVFED0BJ202057
Insurance Co:  LIBERTY MUTUAL PERSONAL I
Policy No:  Narrative:  Written warning for speed.

20-10361  2001  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Vicinity of:  93 OVERPASS - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:  Caller reporting a male party dangling something over the bridge.
Narrative:  29- Out with male party.
Narrative:  29-Male party was taking pictures of sunset.
Narrative:  29-Male party will finish up taking photos and will be on his way. Checks ok, Clear

20-10362  2004  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  WHI 2018 MERZ GLE350  Reg: PC MA 5ZPP70  VIN: 4JGD45HB9JB059078
Insurance Co:  AMICA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO
Policy No:  Narrative:  Verbal warning for speed.

20-10363  2016  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE
Narrative:  Check of area
Narrative:  31 - clear, checks ok.

20-10364  2019  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Location/Address:  EVERGREEN DR
Narrative:  Caller reporting identity theft.
Refer To Incident:  20-583-0F

20-10365  2034  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Vicinity of:  WOBURN ST + LOWELL ST
Narrative:  Caller reporting some suspicious things that happened today while jogging, Caller stated that while jogging down Woburn
St. a box truck revved his engine near him, and that another vehicle slowed down and looked at him.

20-10366 2036  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1010] RISTUCCIA MEMORIAL ARENA - MAIN ST
Narrative:
Large crowd of teenagers in area.
Narrative:
31-Teens are hanging out around a broken table, Will clean up their belongings and be on their way, Checks ok, Clear.

20-10369 2145 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: SCHOOL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2013 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 2HJP91 VIN: 5FNYF4H57DB080185
Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No: GRY 2013 MERZ SE B Reg: PC MA 7EH352 VIN: WDDHF8JB7DA768659
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INSURANCE C
Policy No: Narrative:
911 mistaken dial, caller stated young daughter called 911 by accident.
Narrative:
31-Spoke to male party. Female party was bathing youngest child spoke verbally to female, Checks ok, Clear.

20-10370 2158 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST + THURSTON AVE
Narrative:
Spoke to a group of juveniles hanging out in area. Juveniles stated they lived on Thurston. Checks ok, Clear.

20-10371 2201 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDCOOD ST
Narrative:
Check of area
Narrative:
33-Checks ok, Clear

20-10373 2215 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2592] FOURTH OF JULY BLDG - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
Large group of teenagers in parking lot, advised to move to another location.
Narrative:
29-advised teenagers of complaints recieved from location.

20-10374 2231 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY + ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: BLU 2008 CHRY SE 300 Reg: PC MA 1HDK45 VIN: 2C3LK63H58H121050
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: Narrative:
Written warning for speed.

20-10376 2312 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Location/Address: ANDOVER ST - ROUTE 125 HWY
Citation/Warning Issued
Vehicle: BLK 2016 HOND CRV Reg: PC MA 1RYK24 VIN: 2HKRM4H79GH684404
Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No: 
Narrative: written warning for speed, citation for no license in possession

20-10377 2328 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: ROUTE 125 HWY + ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA VTE501 VIN: 1FTEW1E5HFB46913
Insurance Co: PREFERRED MUTUAL INSURANC
Policy No: 
Narrative: verbal for speeding

For Date: 06/06/2020 - Saturday

20-10379 0121 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST + BUTTERSW
Narrative: motorist flagged down officer about dark SUV yelling at people on the road
Narrative: vehicle not found. clear

20-10380 0140 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: TOWPATH DR
Vehicle: GRY 2007 FORD ESCAPRD Reg: PC MA 6YT448 VIN: 1FMCU931675A07557
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: 
Narrative: citation issued for speed

20-10381 0154 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1241] HARNDEN TAVERN - WOBURN ST + SALEM ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 M3 Reg: PC RI NN538 VIN: WBS8M9CS8H5G41913
Insurance Co: GEICO
Policy No: 
Narrative: verbal warning for speed

20-10382 0155 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Investigated
Vicinity of: DEMING WAY
Narrative: property check clear. vehicle door appeared open but checks ok

20-10383 0218 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 88] BURGER KING - LOWELL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2005 JEEP UT LIBERT Reg: PC MA 1PWE25 VIN: 1J4GL48K05W570064
Insurance Co: LIBERTY MUTUAL PERSONAL I
Policy No: 
Narrative: 
Male party here with a flat tire.

20-10384 0231 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: ASHWOOD AVE
Vehicle: GRN 2007 HYUN TUCSON Reg: PC MA 9SZ914 VIN: KM8JN72D07U671312
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative: 911 open line, yelling in the background
Narrative: 34- Has vehicle at 390 Andover.
Narrative: 34- Checks ok, mistaken dial.

20-10386 0312 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Property check, checks ok.

20-10387 0313 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: Check of area, checks ok.

20-10390 0354 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE
skatepark checks clear

20-10392 0554 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] META PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2019 HYUN SANTÉ FE SE Reg: PC NC HPD6880 VIN: 5NMS2CAD5KH119235
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: written citation for speed

20-10395 0740 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Vehicle: WHI 2012 FORD ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 14P390 VIN: 1FMCU9EG8CXB60823
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative: Verbal warning for red light violation

20-10397  0946   SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Location/Address: SWAIN RD
Narrative:
Caller reporting it appears someone drove into his fence last night

Narrative:
31-There are footprints on the fence panels, not motor vehicle related damage, someone walking by kicked down the fence, no damage to the panels and the homeowner is putting panels back inplace.

20-10398  1001   ANIMAL COMPLAINT
Location/Address: [WIL 64] SHEA CONCRETE - SALEM ST
Narrative:
Deceased deer on side of roadway

20-10399  1002   VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE
Location/Address: BLANCHARD RD
Narrative:
Resident reporting vandalism to mailbox at #27 Blanchard, standard size mailbox damaged sometime after 2300hrs

Narrative:
Resident from #289 Shawsheen Ave reporting damage to mailbox

Narrative:
33 reporting damage to mailbox at #18 Hopkins St (happened yesterday and was already reported, not related)

Refer To Incident: 20-585-OF

20-10400  1040   Police Departmental Service
Location/Address: HOUGHTON RD
Narrative:
Resident had lawn furniture taken off of property and thrown into woods, neighbor returned it. Furniture not damaged

20-10402  1051   ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: [WIL 1138] NORTHEAST AIR SOLUTIONS/ FILTERS INC - LOPEZ RD
Narrative:
main entrance
Narrative:
Clear, checks ok

20-10405  1152   CITIZEN CONTACT
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Caller reporting a missing firearm from his vehicle, caller is a Maine resident and believes the theft occurred while
the vehicle was at a facility in Wilmington sometime between Tuesday 06/02-Friday 06/05.

Narrative:

Caller called back at this time to report the NH dealership where he purchased the vehicle removed the firearm for safe keeping prior to sending the vehicle to Wilmington.

20-10406 1313 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE finish
Location/Address: OHIO ST
Vehicle: BRO 2004 JEEP GRCHK Reg: PC MA 5HP858 VIN: 1J4G48S34C350229
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: 
Caller reporting his vehicle was keyed, see report
Refer To Incident: 20-586-QF

20-10408 1506 FOUND PROPERTY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Vicinity of: CONCORD ST
Narrative: mattress located on side of roadway by train tracks. faxed to DPW for Monday.

20-10409 1649 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 969] PEPSI COLA - EAMES ST
Narrative: zone 42 office motion
Narrative: 33 - doors and fence check secure, audible sounding. Clear
Narrative: 33 - area in fence line that in unsecured, investigating
Narrative: 33 - fence area at door #7, appears to be old damage. DSP attempted to call 2 keyholders, no answer
Narrative: 33 - did walk around, all doors check secure except for door 7 which was secured. Nothing appears out of order, appears to be oversight
Narrative: GM of company called back and updated

20-10410 1730 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Mail run

20-10411 1802 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE
Narrative: Check of the skate park
Narrative: Checks ok

20-10412 1806 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated
Location/Address: FITZ TER
Narrative: 911 open line with music
Narrative:
Made contact with phone owner, over friends house playing
music, no emergency

Narrative:
31 clear, checks okay.

20-10413 1843 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1424] XENON CORP - UPTON DR
Narrative:
office door 9
Narrative:
34 - address for Xenon Corp is #37 Upton Drive, building
checks secure

20-10416 1927 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY finish
Location/Address: OX BOW DR
Narrative:
Assist FD with chemical smell
Narrative:
Clear, FD to handle

20-10417 1950 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: MARCIA RD
Narrative:
911 open line from cell phone.
Narrative:
Clear, accidental by homeowner

20-10418 1956 LOST PROPERTY log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 3363] - ASH ST
Narrative:
Caller stating she lost her wallet. Described as a black
wallet with gold zipper all around with gold lettering.

20-10419 2010 SERVE WARRANT finish
Location/Address: HORSESHOE LN
Narrative:
Attempt to serve probation warrant
Narrative:
33 - spoke with parties father-in-law, he is not home and
unsure when he will be home. Message will be relayed, clear
Narrative:
Kara from monitoring service advised male party to go to
court Monday morning to swap out faulty unit

20-10422 2243 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILWOOD ST
Narrative:
Check of the cemetery
20-10425 0103 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Location/Address: SHAWSEEN AVE + ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: WHI 2015 JEEP UT COMPAS Reg: PC MA 5DH289 VIN: 1C4WJDEB8FD169589
Insurance Co: LM GENERAL INSURANCE COMP
Policy No: Narrative: citation issued for failure to inspect

20-10426 0118 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: [WIL 969] PEPSI COLA - EAMES ST
Vehicle: BLK 2016 ACUR RDX Reg: PC MA 7HA569 VIN: 5J8TB4H59GL003679
Insurance Co: AMICA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO
Policy No: Narrative: Verbal warning for operating without headlights

20-10427 0126 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Location/Address: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: GRY 2018 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 9DE914 VIN: 7FARM2H06JE049528
Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No: Narrative: verbal for no headlights

20-10428 0142 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only

Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: 220-250 Ballardvale check

20-10429 0145 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: I93 NB41
Vehicle: BGE 2019 HOND 4D Reg: PC FL JKSD20 VIN: 1HGCV1F19KA129812
Insurance Co: Policy No: Narrative: verbal for speed

20-10430 0148 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only

Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] VENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST

Refer To Incident: 20-589-OF

20-10431 0153 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: SHAWSEEN AVE + REED ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 1NYA24 VIN: 2T1BR32E94C280568
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No: Narrative: citation for speed
20-10432 0154 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY + ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: WHI 2018 AUDI UT SQ5 Reg: PC MA 8SH538 VIN: WA1A4AFY7J2118946
Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No: Narrative:
Verbal warning for speed.

20-10433 0200 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Vicinity of: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Property check.

20-10434 0221 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of area.

Recheck To Incident: 20-590-0F

20-10435 0228 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: NORTH OF 39 - I93NB HWY
Vehicle: WHI 2014 JEEP UT GRAND CHEROKEE Reg: PC MA 1NMA14 VIN: 1C4RJFBBG1EC294449
Insurance Co: CITIZENS INSURANCE COMPAN
Policy No: Narrative:
citation issued for speed

20-10436 0234 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Location/Address: [WIL 86] ADAMS STREET BUS TURN AROUND - CHURCH ST
Vehicle: BLU 2010 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 1HH240 VIN: 2HGFA1F32AH310468
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE DIRECT INSUR
Policy No: Narrative:
checking on party at bus turnaround. checks ok

20-10438 0256 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
looks like someone backed into fence leading to the playground. faxed to DPW

Narrative:
clear

20-10441 0317 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: BLK 2011 NISS VERSA Reg: PC MA 8CV101 VIN: 3N1BC1CP7BL514659
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: Narrative:
Stop was for suspicious activity. Vehicle exiting Elias Country Store at a fast speed.

Narrative: 34- Elias checks secure.
Narrative: 35- Party sent on her way, stated she was just turning around.

20-10442 0340 DISTURBANCE
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Investigated
Disturbance between tenant and landlord.
Narrative: male party headed to North Reading WalMart parking lot
Refer To Incident: 20-588-OF

20-10444 0543 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Location/Address: [WIL 50] 99 RESTAURANT - LOWELL ST
Citation/Warning Issued
Vehicle: GRN 2001 MERC SE MARQUI Reg: PC MA 135XHN VIN: 2MEFM74WS1X652328
Insurance Co: AMICA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative: written warning for failure to stop at red light

20-10446 0651 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Citation/Warning Issued
Vehicle: WHI 2014 KIA UT SORENT Reg: PC MA 165MX5 VIN: 5XYKC3A6XE9472714
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INSURANCE C
Policy No:
Narrative: Citation for speed.

20-10447 0652 TRAFFIC CONTROL Grievance
Location/Address: CONCORD ST + WOBURN ST
Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Narrative: green light out at this location facing woburn st. Electric Light Company notified.

20-10448 0734 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: BEACON ST
finish
Narrative: 911 hangup, busy on callback
Narrative: Spoke with resident, having issues with phone no emergency

20-10449 1024 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Location/Address: BEACON ST
Citation/Warning Issued
Vehicle: GRY 2020 JEEP UT GRAND CHEROKEE Reg: PC MA NE58XT VIN: 1C4RJFAGXLC233633
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative: Citation hands free violation, no reg in possession

20-10450 1034 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Vicinity of: WEST ST + INDUSTRIAL WAY
Could Not Locate
Narrative: Lt Flore reports possible suspect vehicle from previous larceny just passed his detail location
Narrative: Ref 20-10297
Narrative:
Checked area unable to locate.

20-10452 1109 ANIMAL COMPLAINT
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Narrative: Report of large turtle in roadway
Narrative: Passerby removed turtle from roadway

20-10453 1141 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD
Location/Address: SPRUCEWOOD RD
Narrative: ***See Report***
Refer To Incident: 20-591-0F

20-10454 1202 FIRE-MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH
Vicinity of: OLSON ST + CHURCH ST
Narrative: mvc, unk injuries
Narrative: A1: Kennedy, Baker
E4: Taylor, Mulrenan, LT Stering, Russell
Narrative: Command- obtaining a refusal
Narrative: A1- clear with 2 signed patient refusals

20-10455 1202 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH
Vicinity of: OLSON ST + CHURCH ST
Vehicle: BLU 2015 VOLK GOLF Reg: PC MA 8G9518 VIN: 3WV217AU6FM018599
Towed: For: Accident By: Forest Towing
Insurance Co: CITIZENS INSURANCE COMPAN
Policy No:
Vehicle: WHI 2018 MISS SE MAXIMA Reg: PC MA 54JJ23 VIN: 1N4AA6APXJC383922
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: MVC car into woodline, unknown injuries. FD responding
Narrative: Forrest notified
Narrative: PD no transport
***See Crash Report***
Refer To Accident: 20-120-AC

20-10456 1317 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Vicinity of: TREASUREHILL RD
Narrative: Caller reports hearing what he believes were 5 gun shots from behind house
Narrative: Spoke with parties on Emerald Ave who report not hearing anything. Checked Treasure hill unfounded
20-10457 1329 LARCENY/FORGERY/ FRAUD Investigated
Location/Address: ASPEN DR
Narrative: ***See Report***
Refer To Incident: 20-592-OF

20-10458 1352 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: CATHERINE AVE
Narrative: 911 open line
Narrative: Resident reports pocket dial
Narrative: 34- checks as reported, no emergency, clear.

20-10459 1426 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: LAWN ST
Narrative: 911 open line
Narrative: Spoke with resident accidental dial

20-10460 1528 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Narrative: Report of animals struck by vehicle
Narrative: Resident removed deceased animals

20-10461 1548 Cruiser Defects or Issues Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Car 33 front right tire has hole in sidewall
***Faxed to DPW***
Narrative: On call DPW notified

20-10463 1618 FIRE-BRUSH Extinguished
Location/Address: VERMONT RD
Narrative: Caller reporting brush fire in neighbors yard.

Narrative: ENG4:Taylor, LT Sterling, Mulrenan, Russell
ENG3:Skinner, LT Herrick, Delucia
TOWER1:Elliott, Jennette
A1:Kennedy, Baker

Narrative: ENG4 & TOWER1 responding from Jonspin RD.
Narrative: Command: A1 will be in service from the scene.
Narrative: ENG3:Fire has been extinguished, Area has been wet down, ENG3 to remain to fill engine.
20-10464     1631     911 ABANDONED / HANGUP       finish
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 call from resident
Confimred accidental with staff

20-10467     1750     BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK       finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Check of beach

20-10468     1813     MOTOR VEHICLE STOP       Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ALDRICH RD + BUCKINGHAM RD
Vehicle: GRY 2017 JEEP WRANGL Reg: PC MA 278L VIN: 1C4BJWEG1HL721307
Insurance Co: PLYMOUTH ROCK ASSURANCE C
Policy No:  
Narrative:
Citation speed
Infraction occured at 44 Aldrich

20-10469     1828     ASSIST OTHER AGENCY       Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: CLORINDA RD
Narrative:
CO activation FD en route
FD to handle

20-10475     1929     FOUND PROPERTY       finish
Vicinity of: FEDERAL ST + MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
Calling party states she found a hatchet on the side of the road near the walk signal.
29- Found the hatchet, also some other property in the area possibly fallen off a vehicle. Returning with all the items.
29- Located a sign stating "free stuff" will speak to the home owner at this location.
29- Homeowner at #2 Federal stated the sign and some of the property belongs to her, she is going to see what property belongs to her and take it in.
29- All property except for hatchet belongs to home owner, will return with the hatchet.
29 disposed of item at station

20-10476     2033     ALARM, BURGLAR       False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Narrative:
Alarm coming in as Cell unit Zone 3
Narrative:
Building checks secure, trucks backed up to loading docks

20-10478 2102 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Property Check.

20-10480 2210 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of property

20-10481 2311 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative: 911 mistaken dial, patient was trying to dial out, dispatch spoke to employees who stated no emergency.

20-10482 2335 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: [WIL 6644] CARTER LN + NORFOLK AVE
Narrative: caller states a large tree branch in the road and wires down.
Narrative: PD states there is a large tree in the road with live wires on the ground. Reading Light and Verizon notified. Damage was near Pole 118. Neighborhood does have power
Narrative: 35 is reporting that the pole is down as well
Narrative: reading light handling. PD clear